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This is our family. Jim is my husband and as you can see, he passed away 4 years ago. I 
chose these photos so you can see how his health declined as he fought Hepatitis C and 
eventually cirrhosis of the liver. HepC is a significant health issue.  More than 5 million 
people in the U.S. are infected with it and maybe almost 200 million in the world (4).  It will 
soon kill more people than aids according to C. Everett Koop, former U.S. surgeon general.  
(Hepatitis C:  An Epidemic for Anyone, 2009. The C. Everett Koop Institute at Dartmouth 
College.  Retrieved July 16, 2009 from http://www.epidemic.org/theFacts/theEpidemic/ )
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Jim was a very active guy.  He loved target and cowboy action shooting.  He built his shop 
all by himself.  The picture on the lower right is him in the hospital and the last one I have 
of him before he died.  Jim’s death was an epiphany for me.  
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As of June 19, there are 111,621 people on the waiting list nationally.

The waiting list increases by about 28 people a day. 
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10,688 Texans are waiting for organs. 

5,049 or 41% of the list are Hispanics. 

Three quarters (9,056) are waiting for kidneys.  

Nearly half needing kidneys are Hispanics, 4,330 or 48%.  

Most wait for kidneys 1-2 years with 2,214 waiting 3 to 5 or more years.

6,702 died waiting for organs in Texas over the last 15 years.
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•In 2008, UNOS reported about 18 patients die 
every day or one about every 80 minutes.

(UNOS, 2010)
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Let’s do a little bit of education about organ donation.
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It is important to register in the new registry.  If you indicated your desire on your driver’s 
license years ago, those records were not brought over into the new registry.  

Let me tell you the rest of my story.  One day my daughter came to me saying “mom I have 
something to tell you and I think you’re not going to like it.”  “oh great, I’m thinking.”  “I got 
a tatoo she said” knowing that I don’t like tatoos.  Then she showed it to me.  This is a 
photo of her tatoo.  You see, after experiencing what Jim went through on the waiting list, 
she doesn’t want anyone to ever mistake her intent to be a donor.
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